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From the editor

You say you want a resolution?

T

hinking about the new year — the fresh start given to us all — sparked
my curiosity about the origins of resolutions, and I started googling. I
was pleasantly surprised to learn that even the first resolutions made at the
beginning of a new year were centered on being a better person; doing the
right thing; making amends.
According to www.history.com, among other sources, about 4,000 years
ago Babylonians are believed to have been the first civilization to celebrate a new year.
Theirs was in March as crops were planted and included a 12-day religious festival called
Akitu. They crowned a new king or supported the current, and they vowed to pay off debts
and return borrowed items. Similarly in Rome, Julius Caesar, or more likely the Senate —
depending on what you read, established the start of the new year as January 1 and named
it after Janus, the god of two faces. With one face looking towards the future and the other
looking back at the past, Romans promised to obey rules of conduct going forward. As time
went on, the first day of the new year continued to be a time to reflect on past mistakes with
resolutions to correct them in the future.
The big day for making resolutions is upon us and sure, there are the usual suspects this
time of year: Lose weight. Exercise more. Get organized. Save money. As much as I hate to
admit it, they will all be resolutions kept at the back of my mind to revisit from time to time.
Instead, over the past several years I, too, have simply resolved to be a better person. I have
personal specifics, of course, but the general theme is doing the right thing, just as those
who came before us.
I wasn’t able to find an accurate percentage of failed resolutions from a trustworthy
source, and I’m glad about that. While we may not always be able to wipe the slate clean,
like Janus, we can learn from the past as we move forward with great expectations for a
brighter and kinder future. I certainly wish that for everyone.
Happy New Year,

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
A whole house renovation by Haven Design and Construction
allowed owners to live much larger and more beautifully in their
18-year-old home without ever increasing the footprint. Photo by
Matthew Niemann. Page 32.
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art | scarves

CUT IT OUT

TEXTILE
ARTISTRY
Eloi Studio’s Colorful
Paige Russell
By Cheryl Van Tuyl Jividen
Photography courtesy of Eloi Studio.

Given its inspiration, Austin-based
Eloi Studio evokes the unexpected,
things of beauty and fantasy.
“The name was inspired by the 1960’s movie The Time Machine, based on HG Wells’ book. The special effects are incredible, now and for their time. I feel connected to the whole
aesthetic of the film,” says proprietor and artist Paige Russell
who acknowledges she shares resemblances to the graceful,
blonde, Dresden Doll-pretty Eloi creatures. The studio’s work
is intrepid, unique and colorful. Russell describes her designs
as, “deranged technicolor ramblings.”
18 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Russell’s artistry was shaped by her mother’s penchant for
scarves. “My mom had a few of her scarves hung up in frames,
so I automatically linked them to art as a kid. She loves Kermit
Oliver’s paintings that he did for Hermès, which no one that
owns one can deny that it’s owning art. They are incredible.”
Eloi’s scarves and bandannas in silk or “hanky thin” cotton
embody Russell’s vision. “I like bold, chunky and solid.” The
textile art displays well in contemporary interiors and are
wearable as head scarves, knotted around the neck, tied to
purses or as halters, etc.
Though she studied graphic design at Savannah College of
Art and Design (SCAD), she doesn’t think that characterizes
her work, “I’m off, somewhere else in my own little dimension between illustration, art and design. I knew I had to be

DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020

PHOTO BY ALEX SUHADOLNIK

in the creative industry, so I started
searching for a visual language. I
knew it wasn’t going to be digital,
so I revisited cutting and pasting
but without appropriating imagery.
It was as fun as I remembered and
the immediacy of sketching with
paper is so satisfying. I love being
able to move elements around until I’ve made up my mind, unlike
traditional mark making. Once I
finish the cut paper piece, it’s applied to a wood panel. After I take
a quick photo of it, I upload it to
Adobe Illustrator to trace it. This is
the psychotic part of the process;
it takes about 12 hours to trace all
the shapes. They are then digitally printed on the fabric and
then hand-hemmed.” Reproducing the construction pattern
collages allows versatile applications, “It transcends the twodimensional originals, yielding the ability to manipulate and
experience them in infinite utilitarian ways.”
Sourcing all kinds of paper for her work led to creative
hoarding. “I’ve had to stop collecting. My studio was becoming
insanely packed and I couldn’t use it as fast as I was acquiring
it. I still can’t help myself if I find an unusual color though
— I’ll buy 15 packages of it.” Pulling designs from sheets of
paper is a reactive process for Russell. “I’ll hear a song or read
a story that I’d like to interpret in my own way. I then choose
color, zone out and go for it.”
The muses of her designs vary, encompassing things of interest, music, prose, even mythology. Russell’s scarf Ouch is

PHOTO BY JANE ZASH

her visual interpretation of folklore. “It’s based on one of the
twelve labors of Hercules. The poison arrow was used to kill
the Centaur and then following his tenth labor Zeus turned
him into a constellation.” Lyrics and music were made graphic
with Velvet Morning. “I was inspired by the Lee Hazlewood
and Nancy Sinatra song, Some Velvet Morning, that I loved
for so long.” The Soul Alphabet design was inspired by the
Colleen song.
Custom designs have been created for many niche hotels,
a winery, SCAD Lacoste, Bower® swimwear and unique wedding accessories. The new year will see the launch of custom,
colorful hand-hooked rugs. u
ELOI STUDIO
www.eloi.us
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decorating | books

Travel-Inspired

Design

There are loads of books showcasing beautiful homes from
around the world from which to draw inspiration. But how
do you create a multicultural design in your own home when
you’re bringing back more than just memories from your
favorite destinations? Several designers chime in on ways
to incorporate and elevate your globetrotting treasures for
well-curated and very personal spaces.

In Travel Home, Design With a Global Spirit, Caitlin Flemming and Julie Goebel (daughter and mother, respectively)
introduce traveling designers who provide insight on everything from navigating a flea market to collecting textiles to
styling a bookshelf, among many other things. But more than
that, they share their perspectives on how traveling and living
abroad has shaped their personalities, worldviews and appreciation for home. Photography by Peggy Wong. Reprinted by
permission of Abrams Books.

20 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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The Curated Home by Grant K. Gibson features a collection
of projects by the designer/author, organized room by room,
and includes advice ranging from practical tips to displaying
objects from travels. Gibson equates traveling with design
journeys, encouraging readers to create homes that are extensions of their personalities and life experiences. Photography by Kathryn MacDonald. Reprinted by permission of
Gibbs Smith.

Unfortunately out of print but still available for purchase
through Amazon, The Well-Traveled Home by Sandra Espinet
highlights collectibles from tableware to textiles and everything in-between, blends contemporary pieces with antique
and provides advice on sourcing. Espinet describes her book
as, “…a celebration of global culture and décor, arrangements
of artistic traditions that are allowed to speak and serve in harmony with each other.” Photo by Jack Creighton. Reprinted
by permission of Gibbs Smith. u
All books are available for purchase through www.amazon.com.
DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020
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design | geometrics

pattern
PLAY

There are few things more captivating than repeated
geometric shapes in design, architecture and even nature.
From clean and simple 90-degree angles to more multifaceted
configurations, even young children delightfully respond to the
unique patterns found in toys, developing endless skills simply
through play. As for adults, whether streamlined or dizzying,
geometric designs leave us giddy for more.

Precious GEMSTONE
Designed by architect David Adjaye as part of the Washington Collection for Knoll™, the Prism™ Lounge Chair and Ottoman use geometry and pattern in such a way as to resemble
facets of a gemstone. The pieces are intended as sculptural or
architectural objects that can be viewed from any side. Constructed of Baltic Birch panels covered in plastic color core
laminate, which maintains color throughout so vibrancy is
maintained from edge to edge, and an upholstered foam seat,
the base is designed with a return-to-center swivel. Available
in red or black gloss laminate. www.knoll.com

Lacquered LUXE
Featuring hand-finished patterns in glossy lacquer, the Sorrento Lacquer Boxes from
Jonathan Adler bring brilliant blue hues to your vanity, shelf, mantel or tablescape.
Each design is interesting on its own but especially psychedelic when displayed as a
set. Available in three sizes, widths range from 12 inches to eight, allowing plenty of
room to keep your possessions handy but hidden. So, stash, stack and make a statement. www.jonathanadler.com

Hexagonal HONEYCOMB
For a golden glow inspired by nature, consider the Paul Harbor Thacker collection at
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Handcrafted clear and cognac hexagonal crystals, designed to refract light throughout a space, adorn a welded antique gold leaf honeycomb frame, creating a statement piece that is as opulent as it is unique. This single bulb
wall sconce pairs with a four-light wall sconce that can be hung vertically or horizontally,
and an eight-light pendant, all part of the collection. Photo courtesy of Park Harbor at
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. www.fergusonshowrooms.com
ARTISANS-A TEXAS GALLERY, FREDERICKSBURG
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Fireside STAPLE
The Celeste Fire Screen from Ballard
Designs® is a modern alternative to mesh
screens. A warm brass finish and clean lines
blend with any décor, looking great even in
summer. Handmade of clear tempered glass
and a frame of nicely weighted stainless steel
provides assurance that you can enjoy a roaring fire safely. www.ballarddesigns.com

Navajo COUNTRY

Running WILD

Colors borrowed from the turquoise jewelry, bright red chiles and
earthy adobe compose the New Mexico Quilt design found in the instructional book, Simple Geometric Quilting: Modern, Minimalist Designs for
Throws, Pillows, Wall Décor and More by Laura Preston. The design is a
modern reimagination of traditional Navajo rug designs. Measuring 90 x
90 inches, it’s suitable for a queen bed or dramatic wall hanging. The book
is perfect for beginners to experienced quilters, with each design including exact cut sizes and step-by-step instructions. Page Street Publishing
Co., available at www.amazon.com.
DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020

Customizable in size, color and material
composition, with a subtle graphic pattern
that is attractive without competing, the Kantor Runner from Fayette Studio is perfect for
hallways, entries, kitchens and anywhere a
comfortable run of carpet is needed underfoot. Hand-knotted in wool and real silk blend
(Fayette Studio’s preferred method), tufted is
always an option. www.fayettestudio.com u
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retail | home goods

SLIC SHOP

SLIC SHOP

HEATHER SCOTT HOME & DESIGN

DESIGNER(S’)

SHOPS

With an eye for style and access to a treasure trove of
home furnishings, finishes and accessories from
worldwide sources to shop from, it makes perfect sense
to seek the creative advice of an interior designer.
Nowadays, a few designers are setting up shop, literally,
with expertly curated pieces from their favorite
manufacturers and unique, often one-of-a-kind,
accessories in a retail setting. Stylish, classic and trendy
home décor mixes with gift items in beautifully designed
boutiques that showcase each designers’ talent and
personal aesthetic. So, pay them visit and you can find
yourself
shopping like an interior designer, too.
ARTISANS-A TEXAS GALLERY, FREDERICKSBURG
24 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

SLIC Design is expanding its footprint with the opening of
a new retail store, SLIC Shop, bringing a new eclectic modern
aesthetic to the Austin home furnishings market. Representing
some of designer Sara Cukerbaum’s favorite home furnishing
lines along with custom offerings, pillows and vintage one-ofa-kind home accessories, she will feature Eric Bonnin and Ank
Ceramics, textiles from Auskin, Gina de Santis ceramic dinnerware, Laboratorio Olfattivo fragrances and Brooklyn Studio
candles. You’ll also find beautiful books on every subject from
Te Neues and Pointed Leaf Press, and thoughtful ideas for gifts
from some of her favorite designers. SLIC Shop is located at
2324 S. Lamar Blvd., Suite A-2, and open Monday through Friday from 10:00am to 5:00pm. www.slic-design.com

HEATHER SCOTT HOME & DESIGN
The award-winning interior design team of Heather Scott
Home & Design includes a retail shop housed in their cozy
bungalow nestled in a popular central Austin neighborhood,
and provides an inviting space and welcome retreat for design
enthusiasts in the capital city. The store offers a place where
creatively inspired homeowners can browse and purchase from
an ever-changing selection of furnishings, lamps, art and accessories in an approachable, boutique setting. Located at 1105
W. 42nd Street, hours are Monday through Friday, 11:00am to
4:30pm or by appointment. www.heatherscotthome.com

TWIN SISTERS HOME AND FLOORING
Working together as a team comes naturally for Cheryl
Green and Theresa Naramore of Twin Sisters Home and
Flooring. The identical twin sisters have a shared passion

DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020

mination of timeless appeal with modern influences through
antiques and modern art, lighting and custom pillows, accessories and upholstery. Visit them in Austin at 3663 Bee
Cave Road, Suite 4C, Monday through Saturday, 10:00am to
5:00pm. www.bayhilldesign.com

IVA STYLE BOUTIQUE

TWIN SISTERS HOME AND FLOORING

for creating beautiful spaces for clients in Boerne, San Antonio and the surrounding areas. Last year, the duo opened a
design studio and retail store on Main Street in Boerne. Located in an original 1907 homestead, the store offers curated
furnishings and accessories, and exquisite flooring from
manufacturers like Walker Zanger and more. Their store is
located at 1407 South Main Street, and hours are Monday
through Friday, 10:00am to 4:00pm and by appointment on
weekends. www.twinsistersinteriors.com

Donna Rullo, with over
35 years as an interior designer and staging expert
for residential and commercial customers, has a
retail shop located in the
popular Alley on Bitters
shopping center in San Antonio. She created a store
that features one-of-a-kind
art, fabrics, furnishings and
IVA STYLE BOUTIQUE
home décor, along with the
latest fashion accessories, jewelry and more for women who appreciate eclectic style. This combination of design services and
staging with a unique and unexpected twist, original art, home
décor and boutique is located at 555 W. Bitters Road, Suite 126,
and open Tuesday through Saturday from 10:00am to 6:00pm
and by appointment on Sunday and Monday. www.ivastyle.com

CATRINA’S INTERIORS

BAY HILL DESIGN

CATRINA’S INTERIORS

BAY HILL DESIGN

Brooke Anderson started Bay Hill Design with her husband, Scott, almost 20 years ago out of a love for creating
homes… not just beautiful houses, but beautiful houses that
are truly homes to their clients. They offer home goods from
around the globe that have been thoughtfully chosen with a
discerning eye. Bay Hill Design as a home shop is a true cul-

For a taste of Texas, visit Catrina’s Interiors award-winning
design center and custom furniture store. They manufacture
furniture to your specifications at affordable prices and are
authorized dealers of the most recognized household brands.
Whether your style is Hill Country, Hollywood or Uptown Urban, Catrina will make your home dazzle with a distinctive
motif. Call today to schedule an in-home interior design consultation or visit their two-story custom furniture store, with
parking for fifty vehicles, and discuss your decorating needs.
Catrina’s Interiors is located in Boerne at 705 South Main
Street and business hours are Monday through Saturday from
10:00am to 5:30pm. www.catrinasinteriors.com u
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

More is

MORE

What’s better than a gorgeous pendant light hanging overhead?
Multiple element pendant fixtures, grouped to create effective
and creative lighting arrangements, highlight architecture,
provide both directional light for specific tasks and general
ambient light, and bring beauty and interest to a room.

Bob Contos, General Manager of Lights Fantastic, addresses the growing popularity of multiple pendant lighting, saying,
“The driving force behind designers and homeowners embracing the trend of multiple pendants is the much larger custom
homes with larger rooms and higher ceilings. It creates the
need to fill the space and the larger voids.” The voids can be
great, with 18-20’ ceilings marking the architectural trend.
Contos adds, “It requires the need to create light as an artistic
extension of the architectural nature of the house as opposed
to strictly the functional need for lighting.”
But that’s not all. As LEDs become the universal lighting
source, grouping multiple lights is often necessary. “An LED decorative light source is often only capable of producing a portion
of the light as traditional incandescent fixtures prompting the
need to produce groupings that will allow for the same amount
of lighting. LED pendant fixtures that are assembled and hung in
a group produce an equal amount or more light,” says Contos.
Pendant grouping is also a popular design technique being
seen and used throughout the hospitality industry and their
widespread use provides great resources to garner inspiration. Simply determine the design aesthetic and mood you
which to create, then start hanging.
26 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

UNIFORM VS RANDOM
Light placement can significantly manipulate the atmosphere of a room. An evenly spaced row of pendants hanging
above a kitchen island is one way to group identical or similar
pendants. By spreading out multiple fixtures they will evoke a
more tranquil and composed feeling in the space. But gathering pendants in a seemingly random pattern not only creates
visual appeal, but infuses energy into the space. Some manufacturers are even doing the work for you, designing clusters
of pendants from a single base.

DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020

FORMAL VS CASUAL
Repeating identical pendants in a uniform
pattern projects a planned and modern aesthetic, but when you incorporate different
shapes and sizes, the mood becomes more casual. While selecting the same light style but
in varying sizes creates a united and finished
design, Contos explains how a mixture of styles
can be used effectively, “The influx of blown
glass, creative use of metal and other organic
materials (wood, acrylics, repurposed fabrics,
etc.) encourage the ability to create groupings
of elements made of the same materials but in
multiple shapes and sizes for artistic design.”

HIGH VS LOW
As with even spacing, hanging pendants from uniform heights can also produce
a sense of calm and control. On the contrary, hanging pendants at different heights
and at random distances is unexpected and projects excitement in a room. The
versatile pendant is also perfect for highlighting areas for specific activities. Contos
explains, “With pendants you have the ability to adjust not only the grouping but
the height, shape and dimensions, which allows for unique installations in every
home. By changing the length of the cord, you can place task lighting directly over
a workspace within the group of pendants, making it functional as well as artistic.”
For further functionality, many of the pendant light collections are being produced
with designer companion lighting for use as wall, table, flooring and task lighting.

RETHINKING

LIGHTING

LED, or light-emitting diode, is described as a semiconductor that emits light when current flows through it. You might
be surprised to learn that the technology was discovered in
1907. Color development in the 1960s led to a marketable product in the 1970s, and today, LEDs are mainstream. Bob Contos
estimates 75 percent of lighting at Lights Fantastic utilizes
this technology. He explains how LED lighting is used extensively to enhance lifestyles and living experiences, “LED lighting, particularly when grouped as pendants or a system, can
generate just the right spectrum of light to suit our changing
environment enabling people to reach peak performance and
relaxation and match the natural effects of Circadian Rhythm
that is produced by natural sunlight as it changes during the
course of the day. This is achieved through a combination of
LED light sources and state-of-the-art control systems.”
A FEW FACTS ABOUT LEDS FROM LIGHTS FANTASTIC:
• LEDs are crystal based, entirely free of mercury and other
toxins, and so are 99% recyclable. Its “Productive Footprint” is
also quite small and continues dropping.

• LED bulbs are extremely versatile in the kind of light they
produce and can be designed for a range of specific purposes, from growing our food, to illuminating specific colors, or
even as medical therapy in the treatment of jaundice-stricken infants.
• LED lighting has been found to keep meat fresher when in
displays, not just because LEDs don’t emit heat in the form of
IR (infrared), but for other reasons, still under investigation!
When the Empire State Building switched to the use of exterior LED lighting, it went from being able to illuminate its
exterior with a selection of around a dozen different colors to
an array of 16 million different colors, and has truly breathed
new life into this classic example of modern architecture.
NASA, pioneer of LED technologies, is now using LED
light “Paddles” for helping heal wounds suffered in offworld missions. u
LIGHTS FANTASTIC
512-452-9511 | www.lightsfantastic.com
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travel texas | wines

TEXAS
HILL COUNTRY
TERROIR
By Claudia Alarcon
The modern Texas wine industry dates to the 1970s when
pioneers such as Doc McPherson, Fall Creek Vineyards’
Ed and Susan Auler and Messina Hoff’s Paul Bonarrigo
opened the state’s first commercial wineries. Today, with
over 9,000,000 acres, the Texas Hill Country is the largest
AVA in Texas and second largest in the United States.
28 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Fall Creek had early confirmation of success with Chenin
Blanc and the Bordeaux grape varieties, and in the 1980s
continued to experiment with others such as Tempranillo,
Muscat and Zinfandel. “Wine generally gets better with age,
and that certainly is true of the Texas wine industry,” says Susan Auler, co-founder of Fall Creek Vineyards. “As one of the
first three wineries in the state and the first in the Texas Hill
Country, Fall Creek Vineyards has always been hands-on from
when our first vines took root in 1975.”
New producers like William Chris Vineyards and The
Grower Project are committed to putting Texas wines on

DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020

FALL CREEK VINEYARDS IN TOW

WILLIAM CHRIS VINEYARDS IN FREDERICKSBURG

the national and internationsuited for the Texas climate,”
al map by using 100 percent
says Ron Yates, owner of
Texas fruit. William Chris
Spicewood Vineyards. “In
Vineyards produces many
2007, when we purchased
varietals, including Malbec,
Spicewood Vineyards, we
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon,
knew we were going to plant
Blanc du Bois, Petit Verdot,
Spanish and Portuguese
Tannat, Trebbiano and the
grapes that love the heat and
flagship Mourvèdre, of which
were better suited to the Texthey are the leading producer
as climate — particularly my
in Texas. All are made using a
favorite grape Tempranillo,
low-impact method to ensure
as well as Graciano and Syra quality, sustainable product.
ah. In 2012, we planted TouriKUHLMAN CELLARS IN STONEWALL
Founded by winemakers
ga Nacional and Grenache in
Rae Wilson and Andrew Sides,
the EB Vineyard located in
The Grower Project works directly with grape growers
Round Mountain. We currently offer four Tempranillo or
throughout the state to craft limited production, single-site
Tempranillo-based blends.”
wines that explore the wide-ranging Texas terroir through
The success and quality of the wines led Yates to open a
single vineyard bottlings, currently Albariño, Rosato and
namesake winery with a strong focus on Tempranillo grown
Sangiovese. “Every wine we produce is made from 100 perin the Texas High Plains and the Texas Davis Mountains. They
cent Texas-grown grapes,” says Wilson, whose Wine for the
also make wines with classic grapes such as the 2016 Ron
People company is the umbrella under which she produces
Yates Cabernet Sauvignon Friesen Vineyards, which just won
The Grower Project as well as the popular Dandy Rosé and
double gold and was awarded 97 points at the recent San FranDandy Bubbles, which are perfectly suited for year-round
cisco International Wine Competition.
drinking in our area.
“The past four decades has given us great perspective in
Another newcomer, Kuhlman Cellars opened to the public
learning which grape varieties grow best in specific soils and
in 2014 spearheaded by Chris and Jennifer Cobb alongside
sites,” says Auler. Of the top three international wine reviewFrench winemaker and Texas wine pioneer Bénédicte Rhyne.
ers — James Suckling, Jancis Robinson and Robert Parker —
Their estate vineyard produces terroir-driven wines of the
Suckling was the first to review Texas wines in 2018 and again
highest quality, representative of Old-World winemaking. For
in 2019, and Auler thinks this could be the tipping point that
the holidays, Chris Cobb has chosen three wines that pair
catapults Texas wine into world-wide recognition. She recomwith traditional fare like turkey, pumpkin pie, appetizers and
mends the Fall Creek Vineyards Tempranillo, Terroir Reflecmore. The trio includes a rosé, a white and a red blend, and is
tion, Salt Lick Vineyards, 2017, as a great wine to enjoy with
now available on the Kuhlman Cellars website as a $74 bundle.
all our favorite foods of the holiday season, from turkey to
The wines may also be purchased individually.
beef tenderloin. By the way, Suckling gave this one a 91-point
“What’s exciting is the focus on grapes that are wellscore. Cheers. u
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A

PERFECT
FIT

By Julie Catalano Photography by Matthew Niemann

How do you make a home bigger without making it, well, bigger? That was the challenge
presented to San Antonio designer Jana Valdez by clients who were debating whether to
move or roll the dice on a huge renovation. Spoiler alert: Everybody won.
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W

hen the San Antonio homeowners built their house 18 years ago,
the plans called for large “his and
her” master closets. However, the
original master closet was mistakenly extended five feet over the property’s setback line, which ultimately was not allowed. Cutting
off those five feet resulted in “this great big bathroom and
itty bitty his-and-hers closets that inconvenienced them for
years,” says Jana Valdez, Principal Interior Designer of Haven
Design and Construction, who performed the whole house
remodel with co-owner and husband M. Armando Valdez, Licensed Contractor and Custom Homebuilder.
After struggling with the decision for almost a year, the
homeowners finally gave Valdez the go-ahead. “We provided
all of the design work, construction, furniture selections, window treatments, accessories, everything,” she says. The wellloved home was truly in need of an update. Old flooring was replaced with white oak throughout, along with fresh wall paint
in Swiss Coffee by Benjamin Moore®. Curved custom drapery
rods hold custom drapery in the foyer, master bedroom, dining
room and breakfast space. Countertops throughout the home
were built up three inches for a more transitional look.
But those closets. Unable to enlarge the home’s approximately 5,000-square-foot footprint, Valdez planned a bathroom
reconfiguration that involved relocating the toilet 14 feet to the
other side of the master bath to allow for an additional three
feet to be added to the closets (with an eight-day dig through the
slab foundation for relocating the plumbing). Amazingly, the
majestic cupola soaring 22 feet up — now over the freestanding tub — remained centered in the room. “We weren’t sure
we could keep it centered with the walls that we were moving,”

says Valdez, “but once we figured it
out, it made complete sense. We added a wall around the newly-relocated
toilet and moved the opposite closet
wall out three feet, too, so it all balanced.” Once the new walls were constructed, it was quite a feat to install
the spectacular capiz shell chandelier
from Corbett Lighting measuring
36 x 58 inches in the cupola, which
required using a large scissor lift to
hang it, but the extra effort was well
worth the beautiful outcome.
Double doors now lead from the
bath to the new 193-square-foot
master closet, a beautifully organized, customized room with ample
display and storage for everything
— a perk that the couple had rarely
enjoyed through the years. Painted
in Agreeable Gray by Sherwin-Williams®, the highly efficient
space holds everything from shoes to handbags to accessories. Originally hesitant about sharing a closet, “the homeowners now say it’s their favorite room,” says Valdez.
The 325-square-foot master bedroom takes its color cue
from the exquisite AKDO tile in Ethereal Stella on the show-

er wall behind the tub. The soft hues are suited to a peaceful sanctuary for the hardworking couple, starting with
the geometric wallpaper behind the upholstered bed that
inspired the cream and gold scheme. Valdez was charged
with creating a luxurious space to rival “a five-star hotel.”
Glam touches like luxe custom bedding, a plush chaise and
loveseat, and metallic glints throughout bring that high-end
hotel experience home.
Inspiration reigns as well in the dining room, where an abstract painting by Alex Turco provides a neutral palette with
polished metallic accents. Chairs upholstered in velvet are by
Vanguard® Furniture. The tray ceiling, says Valdez, “was origi-
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nally more ornate, so we simplified it to go with our transitional design and wallpapered it in metallic cork.” The light from
the pair of icicle glass chandeliers bounces off of the metallic
ceiling in a warm glow.
The heart of the home and the couple’s mainstay for frequent entertaining consists of the living room and kitchen
where friends and family gather. But that space presented
another challenge. “The fireplace was originally a corner fireplace, making it hard to lay out the furniture,” says Valdez.
“So we decided to square up the living room (losing part of the
patio), and centered the gas line for the modern linear fireplace that the couple had always wanted.”
The stunning fireplace surround is Bianco Caraibi Marble,
which takes another star turn as the backsplash in the adjacent kitchen that went from dark to dreamy. Cabinets painted
in Snowbound by Sherwin-Williams and Gunmetal by Benjamin Moore add high-contrast “wow.” Countertops are quartzite stone in Shadow Storm that stand up to daily wear better
than marble. Barstools from Vanguard upholstered in a vinyl
that looks like fabric with nail head trim are a chic addition. A
built-in Miele® coffeemaker is a big hit with the homeowners,
and a stylish breakfast area sits nearby.
The study was another room in search of a refresh. Valdez
painted the trim in Chelsea Gray by Benjamin Moore and
used metallic wallpaper on the backs of existing bookcases
to add interest. “We really based the room design around the
wallpaper,” she says. Bernhardt chairs in custom gray vel38 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

vet were chosen because “the backs mimic the vine pattern
in the wallpaper.” A gracefully curved desk makes the room
feminine — but not too.
The couple are empty nesters, but their beloved dogs keep
them busy with four-legged fun. Dog-friendly fabrics are
prominent in the living spaces, and Valdez designed her firstever dog shower in the perfect spot: the 8x10 laundry room.
Knowing that “the dogs will shake and water will go everywhere,” Valdez made the cabinets above the shower and the
counter higher and tiled all the walls. For the backsplash
behind the soaking sink she chose Lunada Bay tile from the
Shinju Ceramic Collection, Crest pattern, in Kushi.
Although the renovation took eight months to complete, the
couple is glad they stayed put at a location they loved rather
than start over elsewhere. The gamble paid off all the way
around. At the 2019 ASID Legacy of Design Awards, Texas
Chapter, Valdez and her team won “Residential Best in Show”
for the kitchen and four additional residential awards for the
home. To top it all off, the Haven team was also awarded five
San Antonio NARI CotY Awards for this spectacular home, including overall “San Antonio 2019 Contractor of the Year.”
Valdez and her team gave the owners exactly what they
wanted and then some. “I think they’re two of the happiest
clients we’ve ever had.” The dogs, too. u
HAVEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
210-996-9494 | www.havendesignandconstruction.com
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FLOATING
ON AIR
By Angela Rabke Photography by Thomas McConnell

If this Austin residence seems to almost float above
and around the landscape, it is because it does.
Situated on a scenic street that runs along the top
of a ridge, the site is defined by an abundance of
mature oak trees and a dramatic view of Austin’s
beloved 360 bridge. The design team at McKinney
York Architects was challenged with creating a light
filled residence that would highlight the owners’
art collection, all the while protecting and
preserving the surrounding oak trees.
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“

T

rees are a big thing in Austin, and they are
protected by ordinance. These Heritage
Oaks are our version of Redwoods,” said
Heather McKinney, Principal at McKinney
York. “Austin has a city arborist, we have
our own arborist, and it’s a very rigorous
process. It clearly enhances the lot, and ultimately the project
seems to always have been there, since such care was taken to
fit it in among the trees.”
The entrance of the home is defined by a floating ribbon of
concrete that forms a portal to the front door. Project Architect Will Wood imagined a series of floating elements leading
to the entrance. “The lot is very deep, and the plan evolved in

a way that the entry courtyard was a little deeper than usual,”
he shared. “So we used the ribbon detail to draw people to
the door, and you are sort of floating on a boardwalk as you
approach the door.” On a practical level, the use of elevated
boardwalks and decking provides protection for the root systems of the trees. There is even a bridge linking the front bedroom to the rest of the house that was devised as a way to
protect them. “The entire design really genuflects to the trees
and to their root systems,” said Heather.
The entire exterior of the 3,500-square-foot home recalls
aspects of Japanese design, such as the use of wood, verandas (or decks), and an intentional relationship with the natu42 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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ral environment. The wood used in the upper portions of the
home was sourced from a local mill that specializes in Shou
Sugi Ban, a Japanese technique of burning wood. Other materials were selected to juxtapose. “Both of the clients are geologists, so the stone was a natural pick for them. We wanted a
local stone that had character, and selected limestone. After
the home was completed, they actually found several fossils
in the stone, which was thrilling,” shared Heather. The use of
glass and siding are a light contrast to the stone boxes, and the
roof is a thin metal surface that floats beneath the trees. Even
the height of the home was defined by the trees. “We worked
to fit it into the existing canopy without removing branches,”
mentioned McKinney.
The interior of the home is designed as a gallery for the
clients’ School of Paris paintings while taking advantage of
the views. “We put a lot of thought into the display of art,
and it’s always a balancing act, between the generous use of
glass and having enough wall space,” said Will. The floorplan
is relaxed and flowing, providing options for how one moves
about the space. “Each space was designed around specific
pieces of art,” added Heather. “Our clients wanted art in every room and they wanted to be able to see it in fresh ways.”
The kitchen was designed to minimize immediate storage
46 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

space and maximize wall space. “We created a hidden pantry space and Butler’s closet, which allowed us to pare the
kitchen down to the things they need on a daily basis, and
allows them to display this art that they have a personal and
direct connection to.”
An elegant bookshelf system runs the length of the hall between the front bedroom and a studio space. Glass backing
replaces wood in some of the shelves, inviting light and highlighting the clients’ treasure trove of small objects and books.
The reverence for nature is also evidenced in efforts to maximize energy efficiency. “The glass walls can generate heat,
and we tried to be sustainable, so we used a heat pump system
instead of gas, and we included a dehumidification system so
they (the homeowners) don’t have to turn on the entire system. The system allows you to not rely on air conditioning,
and eliminates moisture. The team also included operable
windows for cross ventilation, used high quality insulation,
and benefited from the shade that the trees provide.
Overall, the residence achieves an orderly balance, highlighting both nature and art with reverence. u
MCKINNEY YORK ARCHITECTS
512-476-0201 | www.mckinneyyork.com
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AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • lofts
spec homes • commercial
Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID
Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com

DEFINING

TRANSITIONAL
By Dan R. Goddard Photography by Lauren Keller
Blending modern lines with the famous, limestone-accented Texas Hill Country architectural style has become a regular
request for Todd Glowka Builder, Inc. For a luxury home at the Monteloa Estates, steel siding, limestone, stucco, wood floors and
timbered ceiling treatments, mixed with clean modern porcelain tiles and barn doors, provide the feel of traditional Texas Hill
Country architecture infused with touches of modern industrialism. Glowka calls the style Texas Hill Country “Transitional.”
48 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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“

T

he homeowners were looking for a design
that was unique and distinctive,” Glowka
says. “They were looking for a design that
reflected the Texas Hill Country, but they
were also looking for some modern elements that could be effectively tied into
the Hill Country architectural style.” He blended native Texas Hill Country limestone with exposed steel I-beams and
steel siding that matches the standing seam metal roof to
bring in modern elements. The house also has distinctive
single-sloped roof pitches that give a modern look to the exterior of the residence.
Focusing on building custom homes in northern San Antonio, Boerne and the surrounding Texas Hill Country, the
award-winning luxury homebuilder specializes in estate lots,
private ranches and golf course communities. Emphasizing
constant communication and teamwork between client and

builder, from concept to completion, Glowka’s team of professional architects, structural engineers, designers, interior
decorators, title companies and mortgage companies ensure
the highest-quality construction.
“The design called Texas Hill Country Transitional has become a very popular architectural style in the last three to
four years,” Glowka says. “As a builder in most of the upper
end subdivisions in Boerne and San Antonio, we get many
requests for more modern-styled residences. However, several of the subdivisions will not allow us to build a full-blown
modern residence because of roof pitch restrictions and
stone and stucco combinations (percentages of each). So, the
architectural community has worked diligently to come up
with a style that meets the subdivision architectural review
committee guidelines.”
Two types of stone were used. The exterior of the residence
is laid with native white limestone. To add a modern element
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to the house, Glowka had the quarry saw cut the top and
bottom of each stone to provide a clean-cut look. Additionally, the stone is dry stacked so the eye is not drawn to the
mortar that would normally be placed between each stone.
Instead, the mortar is placed behind the stones to allow the
50 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

stones to sit cleanly on top of
one another without the standard half-inch mortar joint. For
the interior, Lueders limestone
in Buff is dry stacked and the
mortar color is Texas Tan.
The roofing material is a
Berridge Metal standing seam
roof. The metal siding is a new
product called “Thin Line,”
also supplied by Berridge. “The
use of extensive glass across
the rear of the residence was
requested by the owners to
maximize their view through
the trees and canyons that sit
beyond their property,” Glowka says. The barn doors are
custom built by Capital Hardwoods & Millwork in San Antonio. Tiles on this project were supplied by Travis Tile and
installed by NT Tile & Stone, also in San Antonio.
Backyard entertaining is a big part of the homeowners’
lifestyle. An outdoor kitchen, complete with barbecue grill,
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a sink and an under-the-counter refrigerator, overlooks a rectangular, modern pool with water features topped by
planters. Acid-etched concrete decks
were poured creating a blending material that complemented the Lueders
limestone two-by-four-foot slabs used
as flagstone on the rear patio. The patio
is by Oscar E. Flores of Oscar E. Flores
Design Studio, the pool by Brett Corrigan of Artesian Pools and landscaping
by Steve Scott of SA Grows. The landscaper created steps transitioning from
the pool deck level down to ground level
where you find a modern-style outdoor
fire pit with seating.
“The residence is wired with whole
house lighting control supplied and installed by Branson Design Group out of
Boerne,” Glowka says. “The homeowners requested the use of extensive technology that would allow them to control
their lighting via a whole house lightDECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020
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ing control system in addition to ‘Smart House’ technology.
They wanted to control their thermostats, gated entrance,
garage doors, interior and exterior lighting along with the
pool functions. The entire residence is wired with high-end
audio/video equipment that is tied into the whole house automation system as well.”
Heating and cooling are provided by four Trane XR18 SEER
HVAC heat pumps. Additionally, a climate-controlled wine
room is cooled by a WhisperKOOL AC unit, designed and
made specifically for wine rooms. Sitting on 5.3 park-like
DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020
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acres, the 9,489-square-foot home has four bedrooms, fourand-a-half baths, two living areas, wine room, dining room,
outdoor kitchen, three-car garage, one-car car porte cochere
and matching barn. Privacy is protected by the perimeter fencing and electronic gated entrance.
“I feel that true Texas Hill County tends to be a timeless
architectural style, however, things are changing very fast
in this industry in the Hill Country and we value ourselves
on the fact that we have to stay abreast of architectural
styles, technologies and in tune with what the client is seeking,” Glowka says. “We bring a myriad of expertise to any
style the client selects. At the end of the day as a custom
homebuilder we are asked to build all styles of houses and
we focus on using the highest quality of materials and labor
available, ensuring that our houses come out with exceptional quality.” u
TODD GLOWKA BUILDER, INC.
830-229-5565 | www.tgbuilder.com
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EUROPEAN MODERN

FARMHOUSE
By Cheryl Van Tuyl Jividen Photography by Michael Hunter

Soon-to-be empty nesters decided to start fresh in one of West Lake Hills’ more established
neighborhoods. Their vision combines Hill Country and Scandinavian influences in a home rich in
organic elements — glass, stone, wood and metal. “The design of this home drew from the client’s
love of modern, minimalist, European design,” says Jennifer Garner, ASID.
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G

arner, an award-winning, Texas Registered Interior Designer, prides herself
on the versatility of her Austin and Hill
Country based design services. So was
the case with this Austin couple who
razed their existing circa 90’s home and
engaged local architect, Kai Geschke, to draw plans for their
new home on the existing lot. Inspired by the client’s aesthetic
and vision, the new home has clean, modern lines. “It has a
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Scandinavian influence with organic finishes, bright lightfilled rooms and minimal décor,” describes Garner.
There were specifics on the homeowners’ wish list: a spare
environment so as not to detract or impact the beautiful views
and a very white shade of Texas limestone in a Vermeer cut
for the exterior and interior which the builder, Arbogast Custom Homes, took great pains to procure. Other decorative elements in raw steel were used to punctuate the white walls
which showcase their vibrant art collection.
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Garner designed a custom steel lentil and casing to transition from the stone wall entry to the painted walls of the great
room. The shotgun entry maximizes the outdoor views with a
matching steel door and window unit by Durango Doors. The
limestone wall is highlighted by indirect cove lighting to graze
the stone’s texture and illuminate the art. Underfoot, wideplank, white oak flooring is accented with an antique rug —
the first of many that grace the home — from Black Sheep
Unique Rugs of Austin.
DECEMBER 2019 / JANUARY 2020
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Giving the living room purposeful heft, with its double walls
of glass and fireplace, Garner
chose to cover the space between
the beams with wood planking
stained in a semi-transparent
warm grey. She explains, “Leaving it white without the wood
texture wouldn’t have had any
impact. The grain and color give
the room weight.” The fireplace
replicates the entry stone and
features a half-inch thick, cantilevered, raw steel mantel. A striking statement, the round metal
chandelier from Restoration
Hardware spans five feet in diameter. Grey suede leather sofas
flank a lightweight concrete West
Elm coffee table atop a grey and
orange handwoven rug. Pillows
in assorted shapes, textures and
colors contrast the clean lines of
the sofas. Autumn-toned colors,
derived from the client’s art collection, serve as accent colors for
decor and furnishings, as seen
in the canvas painting by Austinbased artist, Maria Martin. “It
provides a nice tie in with color
and dimensional elements for visual texture,” says Garner.
Mounted over the Wolf®
Range, and above the quartz slab
backsplash, Garner designed the
statement piece of the kitchen
— a six-foot-wide raw steel vent
hood fabricated by Zach Henke of
Austin Iron. “The raw steel naturally has a beautiful visual texture
that adds interest for such a large
focal point,” she says. The home
was recognized by the Austin Chapter of ASID with a Design
Excellence Award for Product Design and Specialty Treatment
for the custom metal work incorporated throughout.
Custom cabinetry painted pale grey pairs beautifully with
the Metro Quartz countertops and waterfall island sourced
from AG&M. “It’s a very durable and stain resistant marble
alternative,” explains Garner, and is fronted with Tig counter
stools from Crate & Barrel. A pair of airy Heracleum II pendant lights from Moooi softly illuminate overhead. “These
lights are like ethereal dandelions.”

Adjacent to the kitchen, the breakfast nook and customdesigned banquette is lit by a steel and brass suspension light
from Tech Lighting, and Garner explains, “The light is very
spare and minimal and it wouldn’t detract from the view outside.” Drawing color from a distinctive photograph in colors of
orange and blue, the nook and kitchen tie into accent colors
from the great room.
When designing the master bedroom, Garner says, “Our
goal of a warm, cocoon-like respite for sleep and relaxation
was achieved in this space without the room feeling heavy or
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dark.” A darker grey wall and ceiling color
give a restful, quiet feeling to the space.
In contrast, lighter colors were employed
in the rug, furniture and bedding. Soft
task lighting was provided by suspending
twin Agnes pendants by Circa Lighting®
in white and gold over each nightstand.
Over the bed is a wall-mounted JuJu hat.
“It’s a handmade, white feather, African
headdress used as dimensional wall art,”
says Garner.
The master bathroom is bright and
white with accents of grey, including the
natural stone floor in Charcoal by Materials Marketing in Austin, and marble-look
quartz counters by Metroquartz. The client didn’t want a tub so the space was instead devoted to a
sitting area with a tie-dye fabric swivel barrel chair, makeup
vanity and a white painted, pierced-wood drum light.
A tiny alcove located between a bathroom and closet became a charming desk area. Garner says, “We opted to turn
it into a ‘jewel box’ space using a vanity with mirror, sconce
lights and wallpaper by Cole & Son.”
In the powder bath, a hex floor tile in the Dandelion design
was sourced from Austin’s Clay Imports. The vanity focal wall
alternates rows of white tile in both square and rectangular
shapes and sizes with contrasting grout. Painted black, a custom dresser-look vanity cabinet is accented with soft brass
62 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

hardware and a shaped gold mirror is framed between pendant lights from Circa. The un-lacquered brass faucet is by
Rohl®. Garner says, “Altogether they project a modern nod to
mid-century design.”
Garner concludes, “This project has gained our firm much
notoriety. I think projects like this one, that come off so well,
are the product of a client with a clear vision and the trust to
allow their interior designer the freedom to bring that vision
to reality.” u
DESIGNER Jennifer Garner Interiors
512-657-0520 | www.jennifergarnerinteriors.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

THE REA L H EA R T
OF THE HOME

Your living room is where the action happens: family and
friends gather here and your favorite sports teams’ fan seats are
front and center, not to mention binge watching or simply relaxing with a good book. To that end, most floorplans position this
room as the most visible space as guests enter your home. Here
are a few tips for creating a comfortable and luxurious room
that will enhance any activity.
LIGHTING IS EVERYTHING. Adding a variety of light sources can bolster the depth of a room. A
combination of overhead lighting, table
and floor lamps and natural light from
surrounding windows all provide exact
lighting for whatever task you need. Include reflective surfaces and candles to
add a little sparkle.
FRAME THE ROOM. The right winANGELA PARKS,
dow treatments can take a room from
Executive Director,
NARI San Antonio
drab to modern and luxurious, and also
protect your furnishings from harsh
sunlight. Be sure to take accurate measurements. High-water drapes never did
a window any good — ensure that your
drapes hit the floor. Installing automated blinds or shades will direct natural
lighting where and when you want it.
PROVIDE FOCAL POINTS BESIDES
KAYVON LEATH,
Executive Director,
THE TV. Large scale art can instantly
Austin NARI
give your space a luxe feel. Check out
secondhand shops and estate sales for unique pieces and heirloom-quality artwork and accessories, and browse galleries for
works by local artists.
LOOK UP. Replacing, adding or even removing molding accents in your living space will enhance the interior architecture of your home and provide an inexpensive update. If your
current trim is thin, think about replacing it with something
bolder to achieve a more elegant look. Or go without for a
modern aesthetic.
LOOK DOWN. Give your floors a facelift with new area rugs.
Research the recommended rug sizes for your room and furniture configuration. Rugs tucked under your couch, lounge or tables will create a conversation area and add depth to the room. u
NARI chapter members are a wonderful resource for redesigning your space and creating a functional home as individual as
you are. To find a member of the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry in Austin and San Antonio, visit www.
austinnari.org or www.remodelsanantonio.org.

Premier Certified Fabricator of

Ultra-Compact Surfaces
Ultra-Compact Surfaces employ an exclusive Sintered
Particle Technology, a high tech process which represents an
accelerated version of the metamorphic change that natural
stone undergoes when subjected to high temperatures and
pressure over thousands of years. The term “Ultra Compact
Surface” is used to describe a completely new countertop
surface that is made by putting the raw materials found in
glass, porcelain, and quartz, under extreme heat and pressure to create an almost indestructible material through a
process of “Particle Sintering”. Brands that we fabricate and
install include Sapienstone, Maxfine, Dekton and Neolith.

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO.

915 W. Howard Ln., Austin, TX 78753

512-834-8746

www.A l p h a Gr a n i t eA u s t i n. co m

design

SPOTLIGHT

Home & Garden Shows in Austin and San Antonio

Austin: January 10-12, 2020
San Antonio: February 28 - March 1, 2020
Home & Garden Shows are a vibrant marketplace where guests are able to shop for
home-related products and services from hundreds of vendors, experience stunning
displays to help inspire home projects, connect with industry experts, and enjoy informative presentations from renowned local and international home professionals.
At Austin’s 22nd annual show, Ty Pennington, best known as the host of the hit ABC
series Extreme Makeover: Home Edition and the carpenter on TLC’s Trading Spaces,
will be appearing on Friday, January 10. Julia Collin Davison will headline the 40th
Annual Home & Garden Show in San Antonio. Davison is the executive editorial director and host for PBS’s America’s Test Kitchen. www.austinhomeandgardenshow.com,
www.sanantoniospringhomeshow.com

NARI Announces
2019 Award Winners
in Austin and San Antonio

HAVEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION,
PHOTO BY MATTHEW NIEMANN

Each year, the Austin and San Antonio chapters of the National Association
of the Remodeling Industry (NARI) present Contractor of the Year (CotY) awards
for remodeling projects that stand out
in the industry. Categories range from
kitchen and bath to exterior and additions, and more, at various price levels.
Judging is based on problem solving,
functionality, aesthetics, craftsmanship, innovation and degree of difficulty.
In Austin, CG&S Design-Build won the
highest Contractor of the Year award,
and Haven Design & Construction was
awarded in San Antonio. For a complete
list of winners, visit www. austinnari.org
and www.remodelsanantonio.org.

CG&S DESIGN+BUILD,
PHOTO BY RYAN DAVIS

Renov8 Design+Build
Joins Austin’s
Remodeling Community
Two locals — a daughter of a builder and a son of a builder —
have combined their hearts and love for remodeling, and look
forward to sharing it with Austin. With their motto, “Warm...
but cool: Modernize your home, while keeping it cozy,” their
goal is to provide each customer the best remodel experience
available. www.renov8atx.wixsite.com/renov8
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SPOTLIGHT

Custom Closets for Every Size,
Style and Budget!
The Container Store’s 30% Off Elfa Sale
December 18, 2019 - February 25, 2020
Resolve to get organized in the new year. Whether you’re
looking to create a master closet retreat or maximize space
in a pantry, playroom or garage, an Elfa custom closet from
The Container Store can make a huge difference in the livability of your home. Plus, save 30% on Elfa and installation
during The Container Store’s Elfa Sale starting December 18,
2019 through February 25, 2020. www.containerstore.com

Trending now and for decades
to come — high-end porcelain at
Empire Countertops!
Known for its stain and water resistance, durability and
beauty, it’s the exciting new choice for today’s bathroom
counters and showers, wall cladding and outdoor kitchens and
fireplaces. “Our customers want the best and newest natural
materials that stand the test of time in appearance, style and
durability, while still fitting in their budgets,” said Robin Mahoney, owner of Empire Countertops. “Our luxury porcelain
line is the perfect solution for a project that will add aesthetic
value to their home and still be functional for many years. We
are thrilled to now offer a variety of porcelain options to our
clients.” www.empirefab.com

ATXModern 2020
The Austin Modern Home Tour: February 22, 2020
For the twelfth year, the self-guided tour of homes by some of Austin’s favorite architects and builders like Matt Fajkus Architecture and Bercy Chen Studio,
Thurman Homes and Newcastle Homes, allows guests
to browse at their own pace
and visit with the creators.
The tour continues into the evening at the Starlight Village Mid-Century Modern Block Party, included in your tour ticket. Featured on HGTV, in Dwell,
Atomic Ranch Magazine and more, Starlight Village is a private community
(just 20 minutes north of Austin in Leander) comprised entirely of MCMinspired architecture whose residents will be opening their homes for viewing
starting at 3:00pm. The party also includes a retro DJ, food trucks and more.
MATT FAJKUS ARCHITECTURE
www.mads.media/2020-atx-modern-home-tour/
PHOTOS BY LEONID FURMANSKY
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ADVERTISER INDEX

AUDIO/VISUAL

INTERIOR DESIGN

LIGHTING

Bjorn’s

Bella Villa Design

Lights Fantastic

www.bjorns.com

www.bellavillads.com

www.lightsfantastic.com

210-828-3237

512-443-3200

512-452-9511

ASSOCIATIONS

Haven Design & Construction

MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITY

Austin NARI

www.havendesignandconstruction.com

Boot Ranch

www.austinnari.org

210-996-9494

www.bootranch.com

512-375-2601

830-997-6200

KITCHEN & BATH
NARI San Antonio

Empire Countertops

OUTDOOR LIVING

www.remodelsanantonio.org

www.empirefab.com

TimberTown Austin

210-826-7200

Austin: 512-637-5240

www.timbertownaustin.com

San Antonio: 210-651-3281

512-528-8112

KingWood Fine Cabinetry

Expressions Home Gallery

POOLS

www.kingwoodcabinets.com

www.expressionshomegallery.com

Anthony Sylvan Pools

830-990-0565

Austin: 512-454-4526

www.loveourpools.com

San Antonio: 210-349-7878

888-495-1537

Container Store

Factory Builder Stores

www.containerstore.com

www.factorybuilderstores.com

WINDOW COVERINGS
& AWNINGS

Austin: 512-349-0555

Austin: 512-834-1442

Austin Window Fashions

San Antonio: 210-341-7848

San Antonio: 210-349-9333

www.austinwindowfashions.com

CUSTOM GLASS WORK

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen

Wimberley Glassworks

& Lighting Gallery

Austintatious Blinds and Shutters

www.wgw.com

www.fergusonshowrooms.com

www.austintatiousblinds.com

512-393-3316

Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032

512-608-0302

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN

CUSTOM CLOSETS & STORAGE

512-836-3388

San Antonio: 210-344-3013

GRANITE, STONE & FLOORING

Texas Sun & Shade

Alpha Granite & Tile

Kohler Signature Store

www.txsunandshade.com

www.alphagraniteaustin.com

by FACETS of Austin

512-402-0990

512-834-8746

www.kohlersignaturestoreaustin.com
512-382-7939

Window Fashions of Texas

HOME REMODELING

www.windowfashionsoftexas.com

Boerne Kitchens and Baths

210-979-8703

www.boernekitchensandbaths.com
830-446-1506
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization
The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738 | 512.608.0302
austintatiousblinds.com

